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Abstract: Metallic thin-walled beams with continuously varying cross-sections loaded in compression
are particularly sensitive to instability problems due to lateral-torsional buckling. Such a phenomenon
depends on several parameters, including the cross-sectional properties along the entire length,
material properties, load distribution, support, and restraint conditions. Due to the difficulty of
obtaining analytic solutions for the problem under consideration, the present study takes a numerical
approach based on a variational formulation of the lateral-torsional buckling problem of tapered
C-beams. Numerical simulations are compared with experimental results on the buckling of a physical
model of at thin-walled beam with uniformly varying cross-section, with the aim of assessing the
accuracy of the proposed approach. The good agreement between numerical and experimental results
and the reduced computational effort highlight that the proposed variational approach is a powerful
tool, provided that the geometry of the structure and the boundary conditions are accurately modeled.
Keywords: tapered beam; vlasov theory; thin-walled structures; c-beams; energy method;
rayleigh-ritz algorithm

1. Introduction
Lateral-torsional buckling of thin-walled beams of variable, open cross-sections is a topic of key
importance to structural, mechanical, and aeronautical engineering. By removing a suitable portion of
material in a proper portion of the beam, one can increase its stability, by contemporarily ensuring
the economic convenience of the design. Nonetheless, a slender thin-walled beam with open and
variable cross-section loaded in compression may suddenly buckle by twisting, or in a combined mode
of twisting and bending. This is explained by the shear center position’s dependence on the applied
load and cross-section geometry (see [1] and references therein), as well as the low torsional stiffness
of open thin-walled sections. Past and recent history is full of memorable examples of structural
collapse events due to lateral-torsional buckling, especially during the construction phase of bridges
or trusses, when proper lateral and torsional braces are either absent or partially in place. Refer, e.g., to
the following collapse events: Pedestrian Marcy footbridge in New York (2002), Pedestrian River
Road-Avonside Drive bridge in Christchurch (2010), and the 102nd Avenue Bridge in Edmonton (2015),
to cite just a few examples. The above comments explain why the topic of lateral-torsional buckling
has been recognized for many years and is still an active area of research. Lateral-torsional buckling
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theory is covered extensively in text books ([2–5]) and a considerably large number of analytical
and experimental research articles have been published on this topic. Noticeable contributions have
been provided by Eishakoff, with reference to the response of variable cross-section beams ([6]);
El-Mahdy, for what concerns the inelastic lateral-torsional buckling of singly symmetric I-beams
with variable flange ratio ([7]); and Scott, regarding an experimental investigation on the natural
frequencies and mode shapes of tapered C-beams ([8]). Several approaches can be employed for
solving the stability problem of C-beams with variable cross-section. The ‘Bifurcation Approach’,
introduced by Koiter ([9]), is the oldest method available in the literature; it reduces the stability
analysis to an eigen-boundary-value problem. Another method, known as the ‘Dynamic Approach’,
introduces a slight perturbation in the equations that govern the small free vibrations of the elastic
beam; if a disturbance causes a finite deviation of the beam from its equilibrium state, then a critical
state is reached ([10]). The ‘Energy Method’ assumes the action of conservative forces and defines
the equilibrium as stable if the total potential energy is at a stationary point ([1,11–16]). Such a
method is suitable for hand use and provides numerical solutions that are sufficiently accurate for
technical purposes, leading to an upper bound estimate of the true buckling load. Complex problems
that require high computational effort can be addressed by the finite element method that produces
very accurate results, but may overestimate the critical load in the case of thick beams ([17–23]).
Finally, the ‘Imperfection Method’ allows the inclusion of effects due to initial imperfections in loading
conditions and beam geometry ([24,25]).
This paper presents numerical and experimental results on the lateral-torsional buckling
behavior of a C-beam featuring a uniformly varying cross-section made of S420-grade structural
steel. An experimental test is conducted by loading in compression a physical model of a metallic
beam with uniformly varying C-section, which is suitably connected to the grips of a universal
testing machine. The tested beam is fully instrumented with displacement transducers and strain
gauges, and is loaded in compression up to lateral-torsional buckling, and in the post-buckling regime.
Numerical estimates of the buckling load are obtained through a variationally informed discretization
procedure, for two different models of the boundary conditions of the beam. The main goal of the
presented study is to experimentally assess the accuracy of the proposed numerical approach to
the buckling load of tapered C-beams, which is of great technical relevance, due to the peculiar
complexity of the underlying mathematical problem. The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2
introduces the employed physical model and presents basic concepts of lateral-torsional stability. Next,
the same section introduces the variational method and the discretization procedure employed to
develop numerical approximations. Section 3 presents numerical and experimental results dealing
with the lateral-torsional buckling of the investigated beam. A comparison between numerical and
experimental results is carried out in Section 4. The concluding remarks presented in Section 5 highlight
good agreement between numerical and experimental results, provided that the boundary conditions
of the analyzed beam are correctly modeled, and an appropriate class of kinematically admissible
configurations is introduced as search space of the numerical approximation procedure.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Beam Model and Basic Assumptions
We investigate lateral-torsional buckling of a simply supported thin-walled beam, which gradually
changes its cross-section along the length. We focus our attention on a mono-symmetric C-beam with
linearly variable height and width but constant thickness δ = 3 mm and invariant principal axes of
inertia. Table 1 reports end cross-sections (labeled A and B) properties of the analyzed model, by letting
xc denote the horizontal distance from the shear center to web middle line, H 0 denote the width
between centers of flanges, B0 denote the distance from web middle line to flange-end, and A denote
the cross-section area. The examined load condition consists of an axial compressive force N = − F
applied at beam end centroid G A (Figure 1). The beam, having a length of ` = 900 mm, is made of
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S420 structural steel. Table 2 reports beam mechanical properties: Young modulus E, shear modulus G
and yield strength f y . A right-hand orthogonal coordinate system Gxyz is introduced, where z denotes
the undeformed longitudinal axis of the beam and x and y the principal bending axes. The origin of
these axes is located at the center G A (Figure 1). The shear centers of the end cross sections are denoted
C A and CB , respectively.
Table 1. End cross-sections (A and B) details.

Section A:
B0 = 28.5 mm; H 0 = 87.0 mm; δ = 3 mm;
yc = 0 mm; xc = 3.6 mm; A = 642 mm2 ;

Section B:
B0 = 18.5 mm; H 0 = 177.0 mm; δ = 3 mm;
yc = 0 mm; xc = 9.4 mm; A = 432 mm2 ;

Table 2. Mechanical proprieties of S420 steel-grade.
E [GPa]

G [GPa]

f y [MPa]

210

80.77

365

Figure 1. Schematic of the analyzed beam and basic notation.

Let u, v and w denote the displacements of the cross-section centroid in the x, y and z directions;
and ϑ the angle of twist. In a first modeling of the boundary conditions of the beam, the end rotations
around the z axis (torsional or twisting rotations), the end rotations about the x axis (out-of-plane
flexural rotations), and the cross-section warping are prevented (ϑ = ϑ0 = 0), while flexural rotations
around the y axis (in-plane flexural rotations) are not constrained. Such a modeling assumes the
presence of a movable cylindrical hinge at section A, which allows translations along the beam’s
axis z, and a fixed cylindrical hinge at section B, which prevents the translations along the x, y and
z axes (cylindrical hinge boundary conditions, cf. Figure 2). A second modeling instead assumes
zero (both in-plane and out-of-plane) flexural rotations and zero torsional rotations at both ends of the
beam (clamped boundary conditions).
The adopted mechanical model employs the following main assumptions:
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small displacement, i.e., linearized kinematics;
Vlasov’s assumptions of negligible shear deformation on the middle surface, and perfect rigidity
of the cross sections in their own planes;
conservative forces and elastic behavior;
pre-critical strains are infinitesimal;
dynamic effects are negligibly small;
body forces are absent;
isotropic, homogeneous, and linear elastic material;
shear and rotation centers coincide;
the shear centers of the cross-sections lie on an axis that remains straight during deformation.

Figure 2. Theoretical model: load arrangement and support conditions (case with cylindrical hinges at
both ends).

2.2. Experimental Program
2.2.1. Design of Specimen and Test Setup
We performed a quasi-static compression test on a physical model of the analyzed beam at
the material test laboratory ”Adriano Galli” of the Department of Structures for Engineering and
Architecture of the University of Naples Federico II.
The tested sample was mounted on a MTS810 universal testing machine (Italsigma s.r.l., Forlì,
Italy), equipped with 550 kN load cell, employing displacement control with loading rate of 5 Hz.
The sample was beveled and produced press-bending a sheet metal in S420 steel-grade (Table 2).
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, each cylindrical hinge is made up of two parts: the upper one, which
represents the portion to be gripped, is made up of two 20 cm long and 15 mm thick steel blades,
welded orthogonally to each other at the center line; the vertical blade is clamped directly to the
operating machine. Below the horizontal slab is welded a 20 cm long steel cylinder (male) with a
20 mm radius. This represents the real hinge constraint.
The lower part of the constraint is made up of a 35 mm thick steel blade, 20 cm long and with
a cylindrical hole at the centers line (female) 20 mm deep, which houses the male of the upper part.
Beam web is welded to a shear tab bolted on the steel blade using eight M10 class 8.8 bolts with nuts
and washers. This steel plate is made with the 8 mm thick steel plate (S420). The hinges are made
of Ni-Cr hardened steel with yield stress of 900 MPa and failure stress of 2400 MPa. The hinges
technical details were consistent with the prescriptions of UNI-CNR 10018 (case of linear contact limit,
through the Hertz formulas for cylindrical surfaces [26]). The beam is equipped with two elastic
transverse plates (diaphragms) placed at z = 300 mm and z = 600 mm from the initial section A.
Such plates are made of S420-grade structural steel with thickness of 3 mm (Figure 4a).
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Figure 3. Graphical illustrations of the beam supports (unit: mm).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Physical model of the analyzed beam (a); cylindrical hinge at the basis of the beam (b);
connection of the beam supports to the grips of the testing machine (c); base of the physical model
mounted on the testing machine (d).
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2.2.2. Instrumentation
The analyzed beam sample was equipped with displacement transducers of the WA-type series
and uniaxial electrical resistance strain gauges (10 mm long) for general stress measurement along
the 0◦ and 90◦ directions on both sides of the beams, as shown in Figure 5. Lateral and distortional
deflections of the steel beam was measured by means of four Linear Variable Differential Transducers
(LVDTs) along the beam length. As depicted in Figure 5, three of them (labeled LVDT A–C) were
mounted, horizontally, to the front and rear web at mid-span of the beam, to capture its lateral
deflection. The last transverse LVDT (LVDT L) was placed, horizontally, on the top flange, to capture
distortional buckling mode in addition to the flexural-torsional mode.

Figure 5. Instrumentation layout (unit: mm).

The sample test was stopped after the strain reached the plastic region to inspect the subcritical,
critical, and post-critical behaviors of the beam.
2.3. Theoretical Framework
2.3.1. Shear Center Position
For a beam with a variable single symmetric cross-section with z as symmetry axis, the shear
center will be located along the z-axis (yc = 0), but its position depends both on the geometry of the
cross-section, and the applied stress [1], according to the following equation:
2

xc = −

2

B0 · H 0 · δ
H 0 N · δ dB0 B0 · δ
Mx d
·
+
·
·
−
·
4Ix
Ty 2A2 dz
2
δ dz



6B0 · H 0
02

6B0 · H + H


03

·

B0 δ
2

(1)

where Ty is the shear force in y direction and Mx is the bending moment about x axis.
2.3.2. Flexural-Torsional Stability: Governing Equations
According to the Vlasov torsion theory [3] and the assumptions listed in Section 2.1,
the flexural-torsional equilibrium equations for beam stability are [1]:
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( E · Iy · u00 )0 + F · u0 − F · ŷG · ϑ0 = 0



( E · Ix · v00 )0 + F · v0 + F · x̂G · ϑ0 = 0






00
0000
000
F · Ic 0 0
F · Ic

0
Cω · ϑ + Cω
· ϑ − Wz −
· ϑ − F · u00 · ŷG + F · v00 · x̂G = 0
· ϑ − Wz −
A
A

(2)

where: (·)0 denote the z-derivative; A, Ix and Iy are respectively the cross-section area and the second
moments of area about the principal axes x and y; Ic denotes the polar moment of area about shear
center; Wz and Cω are respectively St-Venant warping rigidity and warping constant; indicating by C x̂ ŷ
the axes parallel to Gxy with origin in the shear center C A , x̂G and ŷG denote centroidal coordinates
in C x̂ ŷ. The components of the deflection curve in the centroidal axes direction during buckling are
derived from those of the shear center as follows



u = uc − (y − yc ) · ϑ
(3)
v = vc + ( x − xc ) · ϑ


w = 0
2.3.3. Variational Approximation
Due to the variability of the cross-section, the numerical integration of differential Equation (2)
would be complex and rather involved. In this paper, we make use of an energy approach to the
mechanical problem formulated in the previous section, which is based on the principle of stationary
potential energy [27]. It consists of a variational approximation to the critical equilibrium problem
that provides an upper bound of the buckling load [28]. The stability points are associated with the
stationarity of the second variation of the total potential energy
∂2 E = L2 + W

(4)

where it results:
L2 =

Z
V

σz · ∂2 ε z dV

(5)

and
W=

1
2

l

Z
0

2

E · Iy · u00 dz +

Z l
0

2

E · Ix · v00 dz +

Z l
0

Mt · ϑ0 dz


(6)

Here, σz is the stress component along z-axis, ∂2 ε z is the second-order component of the strain
along z-axis, V is the volume of the beam and Mt is the torque
Mt = Wz · ϑ0 − Cω · ϑ000

(7)

The well-known Trefftz stability criterion [29]
∂2 E
=0
∂qi

i = 1, ..., m

(8)

provides three simultaneous differential equations in m Lagrange multipliers qi = qi (u, v, ϑ ).
Such equations are m necessary and sufficient conditions of critical equilibrium. The associated
eigenvalue problem is nonlinear and provides the critical points that can be either limit points or
bifurcation points.
2.4. Numerical Procedure
The total potential energy is a functional of the continuous functions u( x ), v(y), w(z). We now
introduce a Rayleigh-Ritz approximation procedure that transforms the continuous problem into
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discrete form. Let uc , vc , wc be the displacement components of the shear center and ψj,i the partial
sum of the first n terms of the Taylor series expansion. Describing the class of kinematically admissible
configurations s j = s j (uc , vc , wc ) as linear combination of unknown coefficients q j,i the total potential
energy becomes a quadratic function of the 3m parameters
m

sj =

∑ q j,i · ψj,i

j = 1, 2, 3

(9)

i =1

Such an approach leads us to describe the deformed shape of the beam as the summation of
m natural modes. Substituting Equation (9) into the functional (4) and enforcing the stationary
conditions (8), we obtain a characteristic equation that determines approximations Fi of the buckling
load. Such quantities are upper bounds of the exact eigenvalues of the continuous problem,
whose accuracy increases with the number of the adopted Lagrangian parameters q j,i [28].
3. Numerical and Experimental Results
3.1. Numerical Results
The present section applies the Rayleigh-Ritz discretization procedure presented in Section 2.4
to the stationarity conditions of the second variation of the total potential energy. Referring to the
model pictured in Figure 2 and assuming, in first instance, cylindrical hinge boundary conditions
(cf. Section 2.1), we introduce the following class of kinematically admissible configurations


n

uc = ∑i=1 ui sin nπl ẑ


ẑ
(10)
vc = ∑in=1 vi 1 − cos 2nπ
l


ϑ = n ϑ 1 − cos 2nπ ẑ 
∑ i =1 i
l
Such coordinate functions satisfy the subsidiary kinematic boundary conditions

00
00


 u (0) = u (0) = u ( l ) = u ( l ) = 0
v (0) = v 0 (0) = v ( l ) = v 0 ( l ) = 0


 ϑ (0) = ϑ 0 (0) = ϑ ( l ) = ϑ 0 ( l ) = 0

(11)

where the boundary conditions on ϑ and ϑ0 are appropriate for zero torsional rotation and zero
warping, respectively. Substituting Equation (10) into the functional (4) and imposing the stationarity
conditions (8), we obtain a linear eigenvalue problem that provides approximations of the true
buckling load. The best approximation of the buckling load is given by the lowest eigenvalue of the
discrete problem.
Upon arresting the series expansion in Equation (10) to the first term (i.e., n = 1), we obtain
F1 = 15.9 kN;

F2 = 135.8 kN;

F3 = 4602.2 kN.

(12)

By retaining the first two terms of the series (10) (i.e., n = 2) and enforcing the stationarity
conditions (8), we instead obtain the following approximate eigenvalues
F1 = 15.2 kN;

F2 = 44.8 kN;

F3 = 63.8 kN;

F4 = 144.2 kN;

F5 = 4330.1 kN;

F6 = 15437.3 kN.

(13)

On increasing n up to 3, the solution accuracy does not improve significantly, since we get in
this case
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F1 = 15.2 kN;

F2 = 43.9 kN;

F3 = 60.0 kN;

F4 = 143.5 kN;

F5 = 145.5 kN;

F6 = 307.4 kN;

F7 = 4587.1 kN;

F8 = 16905.7 kN;

F9 = 35030.1 kN.

(14)

Based on the above results, we conclude that a numerical approximation to the buckling load of
the beam under consideration is Fcr,num = 15.2 kN.
The mechanical model considered so far assumes the presence of cylindrical hinges at both ends
of the beam. In real life, due to friction issues and not the non-smooth nature of the hinge-beam
interfaces, the actual boundary conditions are intermediate between those corresponding to hinged
and fixed supports. By re-running the numerical approximation scheme presented above on assuming
the following class of admissible configurations


n
ẑ

uc = ∑i=1 ui 1 − cos 2nπ
l


ẑ
(15)
vc = ∑in=1 vi 1 − cos 2nπ
l


ϑ = n ϑ 1 − cos 2nπ ẑ 
∑ i =1 i
l
that satisfy the following (perfectly sampled) boundary conditions

0
0


 u (0) = u (0) = u ( l ) = u ( l ) = 0
v (0) = v 0 (0) = v ( l ) = v 0 ( l ) = 0


 ϑ (0) = ϑ 0 (0) = ϑ ( l ) = ϑ 0 ( l ) = 0

(16)

for n = 3 we obtain
F1 = 63.2 kN;

F2 = 136.1 kN;

F3 = 253.1 kN;

F4 = 515.6 kN;

F5 = 570.1 kN;

F6 = 1187.0 kN;

F7 = 3155.5 kN;

F8 = 18267.6 kN;

F9 = 28469.0 kN.

(17)

It can reasonably be concluded that the lateral-torsional buckling load of the physical beam model
under examination ranges in the interval Fcr,num ∈ [15.2 kN, 63.2 kN].
3.2. Experimental Results
Figures 6–9 illustrate the results of the experimental test of the beam model illustrated in Section 2
and the buckled configuration of the beam. The experimental F vs. w curve (6) shows a stable
pre-buckling path: the load and deformations simultaneously rise until a limit point (red cross
mark “×” in Figure 6) is reached. Beyond the limit point, the tangent modulus rapidly decreases
as the deformation increases with an unstable, descending, post-buckling path. The beam exhibits
antisymmetric behavior, with sensitivity to geometric imperfection and load eccentricity, which is
customary in coupled stability problems. The bifurcation point degenerates into a limit point with
an Erosion of the Critical Bifurcation Load (ECBL) due both to the imperfections and to the effect
of interaction between the purely bending mode and the bending-twisting mode ([30]). We identify
the experimental buckling load with the first inflection point of the experimental F vs. w curve at
Fcr,exp = 53.6 kN (red circle mark ‘•’ in Figure 6). The beam buckles when it is still in the elastic
range so that the beam failure is governed by geometric, rather than material, non-linearity. The tested
beam reaches the yield strength Fy = 86.7 kN (red star mark ‘?’ in Figure 6) when the vertical
displacement reaches the value of 1.5 mm. Such a yielding point was detected from the strain gauge
readings. The experimental results highlighted a second, distortional buckling event (local-torsional
mode), taking place after the occurrence of the flexural-torsional buckling mode, for F = 69.4 kN.
Such a second buckling phenomenon caused the flange to start rotating about the flange/web junction
(cf. Figure 8).
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Figure 6. F vs. w curve determined from testing machine.

Figure 7. F vs. u curves determined from the LVDTs A, B, C.

Figure 8. F vs. v curve determined from the LVDT L.
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Figure 9. Buckled configuration of the beam.

4. Discussion
The experimental response of the tested beam under uniaxial compression loading (in displacement
control) reveals that a global, flexural-torsional buckling event takes place before the occurrence of local
buckling at the flange/web junctions. Generally, during the compression of thin-walled beams that are not
reinforced by transverse braces and/or diaphragms, the flange, and/or the web buckle locally over short
distances without overall lateral-torsional deflections of the beam. In the performed test, the specimen was
strengthened with two diaphragms (Section 2.2.1), which induced concentrated longitudinal ‘bimoments’
in the cross-sections strengthened by such elements [1]. The concentrated bimoments are proportional to the
relative warping of the beam in the sections of interest, and to the mechanical and geometrical properties of
the stiffening plates. The diaphragms proved to affect the state of stress of the structure, partially preventing
local warping, and significantly improving the resistance of the beam to local stability phenomena. A good
agreement between the experimental buckling load (Fcr,exp ≈ 54 kN) and the numerical predictions of
such a quantity (Fcr,num ∈ [15.2 kN, 63.2 kN]) is observed in the case of semi-rigid boundary conditions
(Fcr,num →≈ 60 kN). It is worth remarking that the adopted numerical method produces upper bounds of
the exact buckling load [28]. Such boundary conditions ostensibly better approximate the actual support
conditions of the beam under examination, due to not-negligible friction forces at the interfaces between
the terminal cylindrical hinges and the end cross-sections of the beam.
It is worth remarking that the experimental results examined in this work highlight a noticeable
imperfection sensitivity of the tested beam, as it is noted from the F vs. u plots shown in Figure 7,
which vary from one LVDT to another because of the occurrence of pre-buckling twisting rotations of
the beam (cf. [31]). Interestingly, we observe a similarity between the warping deformation exhibited
by the beam studied in the present work and that predicted by the finite element simulations presented
in Figure 4b of [32] for tapered I-beams with similar aspect ratios. Finally, the localization of the
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buckling zone towards the top of the beam (cf. Figure 9) confirms the torsional nature of such a
phenomenon, since the torsional vs. Eulerian buckling load ratio gets lower when one makes use of
the cross-sectional properties of the top section, instead of the cross-sectional properties of the bottom
section (cf. Timoshenko [2]). Overall, we wish to emphasize that the experimentally determined force
vs. deflection curves reveal an antisymmetric buckling mode of the tested beam. The experimental
results also highlight the influence of the stiffening plates on the buckling response of the beam.
Such elements indeed retard local buckling at the flange/web junctions and let global buckling to
anticipate local buckling.
5. Concluding Remarks
We have investigated the stability problem of thin-walled open-section columns with
mono-symmetric C-cross-section uniformly varying along the length. Approximate solutions to the
lateral-torsional buckling problem of such structures were developed through a variational procedure
employing the Trefftz stability method, and the Rayleigh-Ritz discretization technique (cf. Section 2.4).
An experimental investigation was carried out on a physical model, with the aim of inspecting the
accuracy of numerical predictions of the buckling load deriving from such a numerical approximation
procedure (Section 3.2). A good agreement between numerical predictions and experimental results
was recorded when we modeled the end supports as semi-rigid joints. Marked deviations between
numerical and experimental results were instead observed in presence of a modeling of the beam
with cylindrical hinges at both ends. The above observations lead us to conclude that the appropriate
modeling of boundary conditions, and an accurate formulation the search space of the discrete
approximation procedure are key factors to obtain accurate estimates of the buckling load of C-beams
with non-uniform cross-section (cf. Section 3.1).
Future extensions of the present research will include a broader experimental campaign on the
lateral-torsional buckling of thin-walled beams with variable cross-sections, both reinforced and not
reinforced by transverse plates along the span. Special attention will be devoted to further understand
the effects of stiffening diaphragms on the lateral-torsional behavior of thin-walled metallic beams.
Additional future research will be devoted to extending the mechanical model presented in this work,
to account for an accurate description of post-yielding phenomena, and geometrical imperfections.
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